
Academician Alexander Abramovich Krasnovsky

paid much attention in his research, lectures, and semi-

nars to the processes of light energy transduction in model

systems and living organisms. His seminars raised deep

interest in students for many forthcoming years in topics

of photosynthesis and the role of membranes in photobio-

logical processes. Unlike photoreactions in reaction mix-

tures, photosynthetic electron transport in the intact cell is

subject to fine regulation owing to the labile structure of

thylakoid membranes, existence of alternative electron-

transport pathways, effects of electrochemical proton gra-

dient, and continuous exchange of ions and metabolites

between chloroplasts and the cytoplasm [1-4].

One spectacular manifestation of regulation of pho-

tosynthesis in vivo is the reversible transitions between

spatially uniform and heterogeneous distributions of pho-

tosynthetic activity in plant leaves and characean algae

upon dark–light transitions. When leaves are illuminated

after dark adaptation, homogeneous distributions of fluo-

rescence parameters and photosynthetic rate are replaced

with mosaic images showing damped oscillations [5-7].

The alternation of cell domains differing in fluorescence

and quantum efficiency of photosystem II (PSII) occurs

also in illuminated internodes of characean algae [8, 9], a

suitable model for the photosynthesizing cell. The mech-

anisms underlying light-induced formation of functional-

ly heterogeneous domains in an initially uniform system

are not yet fully understood. However, it is known that

spatial self-organization of photosynthesis in characean

algae is closely related to the formation of spatial patterns

of electrochemical H+ gradient at the thylakoid and plas-

ma membranes [9, 10]. The cell regions with high and low

photosynthetic activities are distributed over the charo-

phyte internode in a quasi-periodic order with separation

distances of 5-10 mm [11]. The emergence and mainte-

nance of such shifts in photosynthetic activity implies the

concerted operation of dissimilar cell domains and the

occurrence of long-range interactions between these

domains.
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Diffusion is known to ensure fast interaction of

reagents at lengths up to 10-50 µm, but it is ineffective for

the transfer of substances over long distances. The trans-

fer of low molecular weight substances by diffusion with

coefficient D ~ 10–5 cm2/s over a distance of 1 cm would

take about 14 h, which is much longer than the charac-

teristic time for the formation of the heterogeneous dis-

tribution of photosynthesis (~10 min). Apparently, diffu-

sion per se cannot account for spatial integration of

metabolism in giant cells, whose length can be as long as

10 cm and even more. For example, the transfer of small

molecules over the distance of the cell length would

require a period of about three months [12]. It should be

obvious that life functions in cells of such dimensions

would rely on intracellular communications that extend

over much longer distances compared to diffusion.

Microfluorometry of characean cells using saturating

light pulses and in combination with electrode

micromethods unveiled three factors in long-range regu-

lation that ensure functional coordination of cell domains

and signal transmission over large distances. These are:

(1) passage of circulating electric currents between func-

tionally distinct cell areas, (2) propagation of action

potential along the cell, and (3) continuous circulatory

streaming of cytoplasm at velocity up to 100 µm/s.

ROLE OF CIRCULATING CURRENTS

IN SPATIAL COORDINATION

OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC ACTIVITY

Circulation of electric currents coupled with H+

transfer across functionally different regions of the plas-

malemma is analogous to proton circulation in energy-

transducing membranes of chloroplasts, mitochondria,

and bacterial cells. The essential difference is that the area

of circulation in giant cells is extended from micrometer

and submicrometer levels to macroscopic (millimeter)

range. The circulation of electric currents between cell

regions separated by distances of a few millimeters is

detected by means of vibrating microelectrodes. The cur-

rents crossing the external medium near the cell surface

create a voltage drop in solution layers about 30 µm thick;

the sign and amplitude of this voltage drop are deter-

mined by the direction and density of the current at each

point of the examined space [13, 14]. The pathways of

circulating currents mapped in this way were found to

produce an intricate network reminiscent of a spider web,

with nodes and arcs around individual cell segments. The

condition of current continuity implies that the local dis-

orders in some segments of the network might influence

the activity associated with this current at a substantial

distance from the point of impact.

Circulating current is generated by the plasma mem-

brane H+-ATPase that extrudes protons from the cyto-

plasm to the external medium [15]. The extrusion of H+

in cell regions with active H+-ATPase lowers the pH near

the cell surface (pHo) by 0.5-0.6 units with respect to pH

7.0-7.2 in the bulk medium. The involvement of H+-

ATPase in acidification of the external medium is evi-

denced by colocalization of immunofluorescence label of

the plasma-membrane H+-ATPase and of fluorescent

probes detecting acidic regions in the cortical cytoplasm

(plasmalemmal invaginations, charasomes) [16].

Additional evidence is that the pHo in areas of external

acidification drops substantially upon activation of H+-

ATPase by fusicoccin [17]. The electric current in the

bulk medium is carried by Na+, Cl–, and other ions, the

concentrations of which are several orders of magnitude

higher than H+ concentration.

The circulating currents converge at narrow zones

with high external pH (pH 9.5-10.0) where the density of

the inward current is ~50 µA/cm2 [14]. It is known that

the increase in pH of the medium to values typical of the

alkaline zones elevates the plasma membrane conduc-

tance by 5-8-fold due to the increase in passive conduc-

tance for H+ or OH–, and the membrane potential

approaches the equilibrium H+ potential defined by the

Nernst equation [18, 19]. Circulation of current compris-

ing the stages of active extrusion and passive influx of H+

in different cell parts indicates that the energy of the elec-

trochemical proton gradient created by the plasma-mem-

brane H+-ATPase is used not only for accumulation of

nutrient elements and for removal of Na+ excess from the

cytoplasm, but also for other purposes, including the sup-

ply of the cell with the permeant substrate of photosyn-

thesis (CO2) and regulation of cytoplasmic pH.

The high plasmalemmal conductance restricted to

areas of passive H+ influx from the medium into the cyto-

plasm (or OH– efflux from the cytoplasm to the outer

solution) depolarizes the membrane, thereby stimulating

the operation of the H+-pump. In the areas with high H+-

pump activity, the surface pH is lowered to ~pK1 of car-

bonic acid (6.35), which converts the impermeant

charged form of inorganic carbon (HCO3
–), abundant in

the slightly alkaline environment of natural habitats, to

the membrane-permeant neutral form (CO2). Thus, one

important function of circulating currents consists of pro-

viding the cell with the permeant substrate of photosyn-

thesis. The sufficiency of the substrate for CO2 fixation in

the areas of external acidity accounts for the high rate of

linear electron flow in chloroplasts underlying these

zones [8].

The chloroplasts underlying external alkaline zones

experience CO2 deficiency. The resulting imbalance

between the amount of light energy absorbed and the lim-

ited availability of CO2 activates a protective mechanism

(non-photochemical quenching) dissipating the excess of

chlorophyll excitations to heat. This mechanism involves

an increase in thylakoid pH gradient and inhibition of

photophosphorylation under diminished ATP consump-

tion in the reactions of the Benson–Calvin cycle. The
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increase in thermal losses in chloroplasts underlying the

external alkaline zones is manifested in lowering of max-

imal chlorophyll fluorescence F ′m, as measured by the

method of saturating light pulses [9, 10].

The ATP requirements for the operation of the plas-

ma-membrane H+-pump, intensified in the light, are

partly satisfied by mitochondria of the cortical cytoplasm,

which accumulate upon dark–light transition in cell

regions with active photosynthesis by leaving from the

photosynthetically inactive regions underlying the alka-

line zones [20].

In studies of directional H+ transport across bilayer

lipid membranes [21] and growing pollen tubes [22], the

surface pH was found to shift in opposite directions on dif-

ferent sides of the membrane. In pollen tubes the cyto-

plasmic pH (pHc) was lowered to pH ~ 6.5 in regions of

inward H+ flow and was elevated to pH 7.5-7.7 in the areas

with active H+-ATPase expelling protons from the cyto-

plasm to the outer medium. A similar situation is expect-

ed to occur during H+ transport across the plasmalemma

in Chara cells. The transmembrane H+ efflux should ele-

vate the cytoplasmic pH in cell regions underlying exter-

nal acidic zones, whereas the H+ influx should lower pHc

in locations of external alkaline zones. Because of the

presence of cytoplasmic buffers, the extent of pHc shifts is

considerably lower than the pH shifts in the outer medi-

um. However, the cytoplasmic buffer capacity in Chara

(14.2 mM/pH) is at its minimum at physiological pHc

(pH ~ 7.2), which might facilitate dynamic changes and

regulatory function of pHc [23]. There is ample data indi-

cating that pHc undergoes comparatively fast changes

under various treatments. For example, increase in pHc by

0.3-0.5 units within ~2.5 min was observed in gravistimu-

lated root cells [24] and upon illumination of green plant

cells [25].

Presently, the differences in pHc between cell regions

with active H+ efflux and passive H+ influx are not shown

directly because of methodical obstacles including, in par-

ticular, strong binding of the fluorescent pH probe

BCECF with chloroplasts. Nevertheless, there is indirect

evidence supporting the notion that pHc in the photosyn-

thetically active regions is higher than in the cell regions

with low activity. For example, when the internodes were

perfused internally with EGTA-containing media to

destroy the tonoplast and control pHc, the increase in pHc

diminished the non-photochemical quenching (decrease

in NPQ, increase in F ′m) [26] and accelerated the dark

relaxation of F ′m (Fig. 1a). In accordance with observations

on perfused cells and in conformity with the expected

variations of pHc in intact cells, the light-induced decrease

in F ′m was stronger and its dark relaxation was slower in

chloroplasts underlying the external alkaline zones than in

chloroplasts located under external acidic zones (Fig. 1b).

Dissimilar kinetics of F ′m (NPQ) relaxation in

chloroplasts of different cell regions are probably caused

by differences in H+-conductance of the coupling factor

CFo in thylakoids with high and low rates of photophos-

phorylation and, consequently, faster or slower recovery

of the lumenal proton concentration determining the

extent of non-photochemical quenching [27].

Fig. 1. Dark relaxation kinetics of F ′m chlorophyll fluorescence as

affected by different cytoplasmic pH (pHc) in (a) internally perfused

cells and (b) H+-extruding and H+-absorbing regions of intact Chara

corallina internodes. a) Changes in F ′m induced by illumination and

darkening of the perfused cell after preliminary removal of the tono-

plast and replacement of the cytoplasm with buffered sucrose solu-

tions at various pH values (3 mM EGTA, 280 mM sucrose, and

20 mM Mes, Hepes, or Tris): 1) pH 6.5; 2) 7.0; 3) 7.5; 4) 8.0; 5) 8.5.

The arrow marks the beginning of illumination (photon flux density

28 µmol·m–2·s–1); time t = 0 corresponds to the moment of switch-

ing off the actinic light. The results show a representative experiment

obtained with one cell. It is seen that increase in pHc is accompanied

by the release of F ′m quenching and by acceleration of F ′m dark relax-

ation (1-5). b) Kinetics of F ′m dark relaxation in vivo in cell regions

featuring (1) downhill H+ influx and (2) active H+ extrusion to the

external medium. The time t = 0 corresponds to the moment of

switching off the actinic light (100 µmol·m–2·s–1). Data represent

mean values of F ′m normalized to the F ′m dark level and standard

errors of the means obtained in experiments with different cells (n =

16 and 11 for curves 1 and 2, respectively).
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Disturbances of circular electric currents may exert

remote control over the plasmalemmal H+-pump activity.

By analogy with H+-pump stimulation upon local

increase in H+(OH–) conductance in remote plasma-

membrane regions of illuminated cells, local perturba-

tions of the membrane conductance by other treatments

may also modulate the H+-pump operation. Disturbance

at any segment in the system of circular currents should

affect the functional state of the current source. Further

studies in this area will expand our knowledge on the

functional role of circulating electric currents occurring

not only in characean algae but also in plant roots, grow-

ing pollen tubes, and fungal hyphae.

REGULATION OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC ACTIVITY

BY PROPAGATION OF AN ACTION POTENTIAL

Propagation of an action potential (AP) is one of the

most rapid means of intracellular signal transmission.

Modulation of circulating current transmits the signal

over comparatively short distances determined by the

cable properties of the cell (cable length 10-15 mm in the

area of acidic zones [19]). In contrast, the action poten-

tial propagates over the whole internode at velocities

ranging from 0.2 to 5 cm/s depending on the conductance

of the outer medium [28]. Propagation of an AP ensures

almost synchronous changes in photosynthetic activity

and membrane H+ transport in the entire internodal cell.

Under natural environmental conditions, an AP

arises in response to mechanical treatments or changes in

ionic composition of the medium. In experiments, an AP

can be induced by chemical or mechanical stimulation

(application of 50 mM KCl or NH4Cl, insertion of a glass

micropipette) or, most conveniently, by passing a short

pulse of electric current across the plasma membrane.

Irrespective of the origin of the stimulus, the AP propaga-

tion produces characteristic changes in pHo and fluores-

cence of chloroplasts.

The influence of an AP is particularly evident in the

areas of external alkaline zones, where high pHo is estab-

lished in the light and the photosynthetic activity is low

[29]. In these areas the plasmalemmal conductance gm

increases at the moment of AP generation but drops in the

subsequent 30-60 s by almost an order of magnitude with

respect to the initial (resting) level [30]. The decrease in gm

is accompanied by a decrease in pHo near the cell surface by

0.8-3.0 units for 3-15 min depending on the incident light

intensity [31]; it is also followed by prolonged hyperpolar-

ization of the cell [29]. These changes provide evidence for

long-lasting (up to 15 min) blockage of plasma-membrane

H+(OH–) conductance as a result of cytoplasmic Ca2+

increase from 0.1 to 10-40 µM during the AP [32, 33].

In the areas with low pHo (acidic zones), the AP

generation produces a comparatively small (with ampli-

tude up to 0.4 unit) increase in pH due to inactivation of

the plasma-membrane H+-pump for a period of up to

15 min [34]. The membrane conductance in these regions

of the cell does not show significant changes after the AP.

A likely cause of H+-pump inactivation is an almost 100-

fold increase in cytoplasmic Ca2+ level during the AP,

since it is known that Ca2+ inhibits the activity of plasma-

membrane H+-ATPase [35-37]. Furthermore, the block-

age of passive H+-conductance disturbs the concerted

functioning of the “pump–leak” system, thus enhancing

the H+-pump inhibition.

Propagation of an AP over an internode exerts a dif-

ferential influence on photosynthesis of chloroplasts

underlying the acidic and alkaline zones. In chloroplasts

residing under acidic zones, the peak fluorescence F ′m and

the quantum yield of electron transport in PSII (∆F/F ′m)

are subject to minor changes during transmission of the

excitation wave, whereas in chloroplasts underlying alka-

line zones the parameters F ′m and ∆F/F ′m decrease sub-

stantially in parallel with the increase in NPQ. As a result

of AP transmission along an internode, the longitudinal

profiles of pHo become flattened, whereas the hetero-

geneity in the profiles of F ′m, ∆F/F ′m, and NPQ increases

[9]. Inhibition in photosynthetic electron transport and

quenching of excitations in the light-harvesting antenna

by a propagating AP are presumably due to the combined

impact of cytoplasmic Ca2+ increase [32, 33] and pHc

changes induced by Ca2+-dependent cessation of H+

influx and H+ efflux in zones with high and low external

pH, respectively.

The increasing contrast of photosynthetic patterns

after AP propagation was explained by the notion that the

cessation of transmembrane H+ fluxes in the areas of pro-

ton extrusion and passive leakage gives rise to oppositely

directed pH shifts in the cytoplasm [9], so that alkaline

shift of pHc promotes while acidic shift diminishes light-

dependent Ca2+ uptake by chloroplasts [38]. It is known

that increase in stromal Ca2+ concentration in chloro-

plasts inhibits the enzymes of the CO2 fixation cycle

(reviewed in [39]). The resulting disproportion between

light sufficiency and limited possibility of CO2 assimila-

tion increases the energization of thylakoid membranes

(buildup of ∆pH and lumen acidification with low ATP

consumption) and enhances non-photochemical

quenching. The uneven influence of AP on photosynthe-

sis in different cell regions may also depend on competi-

tion of Ca2+ and H+ for binding with ionized acidic

groups of the cytoplasmic Ca2+-H+ buffer [40]. In regions

with elevated pHc (under external acidic zones), the

buffer groups are ionized and readily bind Ca2+ released

in the cytoplasm during AP generation, whereas in

regions with lowered pHc (under external alkaline zones)

the buffer groups are protonated, which hinders their

capacity to bind Ca2+. In this case the recovery of cyto-

plasmic Ca2+ after the AP may be accomplished predom-

inantly through Ca2+ removal into the chloroplasts or

other organelles.
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The inhibition of photosynthetic activity after trig-

gering the AP is presumably associated with redirection of

linear electron flow from the CO2-dependent pathway

(assimilatory flow mediated by NADP reduction) to the

alternative route with O2 as an electron acceptor (the

Mehler reaction) [9, 41]. This is manifested in the

enhanced non-photochemical quenching at the locations

of alkaline zones and in decrease in O2 concentration at

the outer cell surface after the AP generation [29]. The

transfer of electrons to O2, unlike the reactions of CO2

fixation, does not involve ATP consumption, but it results

in buildup of the proton gradient. Therefore, the redirec-

tion of electron flow toward oxygen as a terminal accep-

tor enhances the thylakoid energization and, accordingly,

the energy-dependent non-photochemical quenching.

Thus, the electrical pulse transmission increases heat

losses, which lowers the photochemical activity of PSII

and alleviates the stress produced by mechanical or

chemical impacts.

TRANSMISSION OF PHOTOINDUCED SIGNALS

WITH THE CYTOPLASMIC FLOW

Circulating cytoplasmic streaming is another impor-

tant mechanism of long-distance regulation of cell

metabolism. Cytoplasmic streaming occurs in many plant

cells, but it is most spectacular in the internodal cells of

Characeae [12]. The immobile chloroplasts in internodal

cells are densely packed over the periphery of a thin cyto-

plasmic layer. Subcortical actin filaments are attached at

the inward-facing side of the chloroplasts. The cytoplas-

mic movement arises owing to ATP-dependent sliding of

myosin molecules along the immobile actin bundles [42].

The myosin molecules are linked with intracellular

organelles. Therefore, the movement of myosin with

attached vesicles entrains the flow of the endoplasm,

while a thin layer of ectoplasm remains immobile. The

velocity of cytoplasmic streaming can be as high as

100 µm/s, which is the highest record observed with vari-

ous organisms [43].

The counter-directed cytoplasmic flows are separat-

ed by a narrow neutral zone devoid of chloroplasts; no

movement occurs in this zone. The cytoplasm flows along

a spiral trajectory that makes a complete turn at a distance

10-20 mm. In the case of unilateral illumination, the

chloroplast layers located on opposite cell sides are

exposed to different irradiances. The chloroplast layer

positioned closer to the light source attenuates the trans-

mitted light at the peak of chlorophyll absorption approx-

imately 3-fold. Under stationary conditions, the cyto-

plasm from the brightly illuminated cell side is carried to

areas of dim illumination, while the cytoplasm from

shaded regions moves to the fully illuminated side.

Different metabolism in light-exposed and shaded cell

parts, the ongoing exchange of solutes between chloro-

plasts and the cytoplasm, and the transfer of fluid between

illuminated and shaded regions ensure mutual influence

on the activities of organelles located in these regions. In

addition to distribution of substances over the cell and

smoothing the intracellular gradients, the liquid flow per-

forms other important functions. The liquid flow acceler-

ates the exchange of metabolites between the cytoplasm

and immobile organelles and facilitates formation of the

polarity stabilized in the nonuniform pHo profile of illu-

minated cells [26].

Although the transfer of metabolites and messengers

with the cytoplasmic flow is generally recognized [44],

there is only scarce information on specific manifesta-

tions of such transport and on the transported compo-

nents. The long-distance interactions of chloroplasts,

mediated by lateral transport of molecules with the

streaming cytoplasm, as well as the role of these interac-

tions in regulation of photosynthesis and plasmalemmal

transport systems remained hidden for a long time.

However, the long-distance intracellular interactions

mediated by the fluid flow became apparent when local-

ized, precisely positioned illumination was combined

with micromethods for in vivo assessment of chlorophyll

fluorescence and H+ fluxes across the plasma membrane

at a distance of a few millimeters from the site of the pho-

tostimulus [26, 45].

When pHo was measured on a preselected cell

region, the localized illumination of the neighboring area

at a distance of 1-3 mm upstream from the analyzed

region resulted in alkaline zone formation in the analyzed

area, whereas identical illumination of the area posi-

tioned downstream at an equal distance did not produce

an alkaline patch [45, 46]. It appears that the cytoplasm

arriving from a brightly illuminated region to a shaded

area contains a physiologically active intermediate that

opens the plasmalemmal H+(OH–) channels in this area,

giving rise to the alkaline shift of pHo at the cell surface.

The channel opening is likely mediated by OH– ions

transported with the cytoplasmic flow [15]. Clearly, the

increase in OH– concentration in the “irradiated” cyto-

plasm is identical to the depletion of protons as a signal-

ing factor, which may also cause physiological effects.

Closer studies of asymmetric formation of alkaline

patches at the borders of a locally applied light beam have

shown that the opening of H+ channels depends not only

on cytoplasm modification in the brightly illuminated cell

region, but also needs the operation of chloroplasts posi-

tioned downstream in the shaded area, i.e. at the site

where the alkaline zone is being formed [47]. Figure 2

shows changes in pHo in the shaded cell region that were

caused by localized illumination of the area on the

upstream side with respect to the direction of cytoplasmic

streaming. The initial part of the records represents the

dark decay of pHo in the analyzed area after the end of

pre-illumination of the whole cell. When the pH

decreased to a certain level, a dim background illumina-
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tion of the whole cell was switched on, and then a bright

narrow beam (500 µmol·m–2·s–1, 400 µm diameter) was

applied at a separation distance of 1.5-2 mm on the

upstream side of the analyzed area. The combination of

localized lighting with dim background illumination

resulted in a fast restoration of the alkaline patch in the

shaded analyzed area; the recovery of high pHo started

earlier at the background intensity of 12.6 rather than

9.0 µmol·m–2·s–1 (curves 1 and 2). The localized lighting

in the absence of background light, as well as background

illumination alone, did not result in opening of H+-chan-

nels and alkaline zone formation (curves 3 and 4). This

means that slight functional activity of chloroplasts under

weak background light is needed for the perception of the

signal transmitted with the cytoplasmic flow and for sub-

sequent formation of the response (opening of H+ chan-

nels).

In contrast, other researchers observed light-

dependent formation of alkaline zones in injured trans-

parent cell regions from which the chloroplasts were

mechanically displaced [48]. Comparison of the data for

cells with different degree of injury indicates that the

mechanisms of alkaline zone formation may differ in

intact and damaged cells. This notion is substantiated by

experiments with pinpoint injury of the Chara cell wall.

These experiments revealed that microperforation of the

cell wall with the tip of a glass micropipette is followed by

a fast generation of the alkaline zone with pHo shifts as

large as 2-2.5 units [49]. This process depends on illumi-

nation, even though its complete elimination is attained

after 60-90-min darkness. The alkaline shifts of pHo in

response to cell wall incision are highly sensitive to the

increase in osmotic pressure of the medium, to inhibitors

of Ca2+-channels, and to the cytoskeletal inhibitors, indi-

cating that these pHo shifts are involved in the mechanism

of mechanoreception. The alkaline zones induced by

micropuncture are shaped asymmetrically around the

point of cell wall incision. The border of the high pHo

region extends to appreciably longer distance in the

direction of cytoplasmic flow than in the direction oppo-

site to the flow (Fig. 3), providing evidence that the acti-

vator of H+-channels is carried with the cytoplasmic flow

for a distance of several hundred micrometers.

The influence of localized illumination on photo-

synthesis of remote cell regions, mediated by cytoplasmic

streaming, extends to much longer distances. The wave of

photosynthetic response to the signal generated at the

point of photostimulus application propagates down-

stream the cytoplasmic flow for distances up to 6 mm [50]

and perhaps even more. The signal arriving with the fluid

flow from brightly illuminated cell areas suppresses pho-

tosynthesis in moderately lit cell regions. Conversely,

when the cytoplasm was brought by flow from shaded

regions to the area of measurements, the quantum effi-

ciency of PSII was higher than that under identical irra-

diance of the whole cell [50, 51].

The influence of localized lighting on fluorescence

of chloroplasts in the remote cell parts is clearly evident at

photostimulus durations of ~30 s. Hence, the intermedi-

ate substance is subject to comparatively fast light-

dependent translocation across the chloroplast envelope

Fig. 2. Localized illumination (white light, 500 µmol·m–2·s–1,

beam diameter 400 µm) of a cell region at 2-mm distance on the

upstream side from the point of pHo measurement results in open-

ing of H+-channels and generation of an alkaline zone in the

apoplast under weak background illumination of the whole cell at

photon flux densities of 12.6 (1) and 8.9 (2) µmol·m–2·s–1 but had

no effect in the absence of background illumination (4).

Background illumination (12.6 µmol·m–2·s–1) in the absence of

localized illumination (3) caused no opening of H+ channels (no

increase in pHo). The arrow marks the moment of switching on

the localized light.
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membranes. These properties might be attributed to pro-

tons, Ca2+, and reactive oxygen species, because the pho-

tosynthetic electron transport is coupled with transloca-

tion of H+ and counterions between the thylakoids and

stroma and is closely associated with the production of

superoxide and hydrogen peroxide on the acceptor side of

PSI. Photoinduced changes in pH and Ca2+ in the sur-

roundings of isolated chloroplasts and the release of pho-

toproduced H2O2 from chloroplasts into the streaming

cytoplasm have been shown by a variety of methods [38,

52, 53].

The lateral transport of several intermediates whose

cytoplasmic levels undergo temporary changes points to

the possibility that the chloroplast responses recorded as

fluorescence transients are not monotonic and might

comprise several kinetic components. This was confirmed

by measuring fluorescence with the saturation pulse

method on cell regions situated at various distances from

the point of localized illumination. In general, changes in

F ′m fluorescence caused by illumination of the remote cell

region are satisfactorily described with a sum of two

Gaussian curves whose relative contributions depend on

the intensity of background illumination in the area of

measurements [26]. The Gaussian shape of the curves

reflects their similarity to chromatographic peaks,

because the components released from chloroplasts in the

region of intense local illumination move with the cyto-

plasmic flow, passing by the area of measurements.

Under weak (“subthreshold”) background illumina-

tion, localized photostimulus of constant intensity

induced only a wave of F ′m elevation, whereas at high

(“suprathreshold”) background intensity it induced a

strong decrease in F ′m (Fig. 4). As the distance between the

centers of localized illumination and the analyzed area

was extended, the appearance of extreme F ′m values was

proportionally delayed for the responses observed at

Fig. 4. Cyclosis-mediated F ′m changes under weak (“subthresh-

old”, open symbols) and moderate (“suprathreshold”, filled cir-

cles) intensities of background light at various distances d between

the site of localized photostimulation (beam diameter 400 µm,

photon flux density 500 µmol·m–2·s–1, light pulse duration 30 s)

and the point of fluorescence measurements. Arrow at moment

t = 0 marks the onset of the localized light pulse. Designations t1

and t2 indicate the periods from the onset of localized illumination

to the peaks and dips of F ′m at low and elevated intensities of back-

ground illumination of the whole internode. Dashed lines mark

the moments of switching on the localized light pulse and the

positions of F ′m maxima and minima.
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corallina cell mediated by cytoplasm relocation from the area of

localized illumination (beam diameter 400 µm, photon flux den-

sity 500 µmol·m–2·s–1, light pulse duration 30 s) over a distance

d = 1 mm to the point of measurement at different intensities of
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(b) after 10-min incubation of the cell in the presence 3.75 µM

valinomycin: 1) at background light intensity of 40 µmol·m–2·s–1;

2) at 63 µmol·m–2·s–1. Arrows mark the moments of switching on

the localized photostimulus; dashed lines show positions of maxi-

ma and minima of F ′m with respect to the onset of localized light-

ing.
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background intensities both below and above the thresh-

old levels. The plots for the delay time in F ′m transients (at

low and elevated intensities of background illumination)

as a function of distance between the point of photostim-

ulation and the area of measurements were fit to straight

lines that had nearly identical slopes and were shifted

along the ordinate axis [26]. These results point to the

existence of two intermediates, one of which—with rapid

equilibration between chloroplasts and the cytoplasm—is

responsible for the increase in F ′m, and the other—with

slower exchange between chloroplasts and cytosol—

accounts for the strong quenching of F ′m fluorescence.

Nearly equal slopes of the straight lines indicate that both

intermediates are laterally transported at equal velocities

of ~70 µm/s [26]. These values correspond to the veloci-

ty of cytoplasmic streaming as measured on the same

cells.

In the presence of cytochalasin B, which inhibits

cytoplasmic streaming, the time t from the onset of local-

ized illumination to the F ′m peak or F ′m minimum under

fixed distance between the fiber optic light guide and the

microfluorometer objective lens changed in inverse rela-

tion to the rate of cytoplasmic streaming. The depend-

ence was described by an equation t = c + d/(x + a),

where c is time required for the production and process-

ing of the intermediate when no time is needed for its lat-

eral transport, x is the velocity of fluid movement, a ≈ 0 is

a minor fitting parameter, and d is the distance between

the centers of localized illumination and the area of fluo-

rescence measurements [26].

Oppositely directed F ′m changes arising in response to

bright illumination of a remote cell region under low and

moderate intensities of overall background illumination

were differentially sensitive to treatments with

ionophores. Increase in the membrane K+-conductance

by the addition of valinomycin is known to diminish the

electric potential difference in thylakoids and, probably,

across the inner membrane of the chloroplast envelope.

This ionophore inhibits the photoinduced electrogenic

uptake of Ca2+ by intact chloroplasts, which is presum-

ably due to elimination of the negative potential in the

plastid stroma [54]. As shown in Fig. 5, treatment of C.

corallina cells with valinomycin abolished the quenching

of F ′m fluorescence but had no inhibitory action on the

response observed under weak background light (increase

in F ′m). These observations present evidence that the two

components in the F ′m responses to the transmission of

irradiated cytoplasm reflect cytoplasmic changes of vari-

ous factors, e.g. pH and Ca2+, responsible for the increase

and the decrease in F ′m, respectively.

Thus, the cytoplasmic streaming appears to be an

important participant in regulation and generation of

spatial heterogeneity of photosynthesis. Such regulatory

mechanisms operate in algae under natural conditions of

unilateral illumination, under which cytoplasmic stream-

ing along helical tracks relocates the substrates or signal-

ing substances between irradiated and shaded cell sides.

The occurrence of transparent spiraling neutral zones in

the chloroplast layer enhances the nonuniform irradiance

of the shaded cell side, thus promoting the formation of

spatial patterns of photosynthesis and H+ transport.

Similar mechanisms are mobilized under rapidly chang-

ing distribution of sunflecks along the internode in natu-

ral aquatic environments. The signals generated in the

cytoplasmic flow during short incidence of direct sunlight

on a small cell area continue traveling with the liquid flow

even after cessation of the light pulse. These signals may

cause dynamic photosynthetic responses at locations

positioned far away from the point of sunfleck incidence

and may develop with a long lapse (up to 100 s) after the

excitation light was extinguished. Operation of such reg-

ulatory mechanisms, supported by cytoplasmic streaming

in plant cells, remains underappreciated. Nevertheless,

the transmission of signaling substances with the fluid

stream represents a specific class of intracellular interac-

tions that warrant further close examination.
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